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ON THE COVER CARAFE: ROSS LOVEGROVE FOR ALFI. BUSINESS CARD HOLDER: PANTONE UNIVERSE. NECKTIE: PRADA, BARNEYS NEW
YORK. SWISS ARMY KNIFE: VICTORINOX. SNEAKERS: TIGER, BARNEYS NEW YORK. SUNGLASSES: ALAIN MIKLI, ARTSEE EYEWEAR.

For more information about the full line of PANTONE Products, 
log on to www.pantone.com or call us at 888-PANTONE.
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It’s chromatic.

For the first time since its introduction, the PANTONE Textile Color System®

is arranged chromatically by color family. Now you can visualize, refine,

coordinate and communicate with a vast array of shades. Selecting colors

for production is easier and more accurate than ever — in the studio, at

the factory, anywhere in the world. 

The newly launched PANTONE for fashion and home has the global color

solutions you need to identify color trends, create production palettes,

design online, and ensure color accuracy through quality control. It’s an

essential for your design development process.

PANTONE for fashion and home



Digital design
Design is more productive 
when you integrate Pantone’s
digital libraries and values into
any software program.

Reference
Every color has a six-digit 
reference number and an
English name so there’s no 
misunderstanding.

Replenish
Replace single chips for 
cotton swatch files and pages
for paper swatch books.

Visualize
New, larger-sized paper chip
formats allow for improved
visualization.

PANTONE®

17-4540
Hawaiian Ocean

GLASS VASE: LOREN ZINA. GLOVES: HERMES. SHIRT: POLO RALPH LAUREN. CANDLE HOLDER: AMARAN. PASSPORT HOLDER: 
CONRAN SHOP. CHESS SET: BARNEYS NEW YORK. BEADED SHOES: STREET VENDOR, NYC. BATH CRYSTALS: H20. 

color,
coordinated.

Find the right color, shade and tone faster than ever. PANTONE
for fashion and home lets you choose from almost 2,000 shades of
color, presented in our reference libraries and swatch systems. 

Multiple formats include cotton fabric for designing and specifying
soft surface materials and paper for designing hard goods. It’s the
most comprehensive range of industry-relevant colors ever, for 
the ultimate in color coordination.



Notice the nuances. Our colors are now arranged chromatically,
from light to dark and subtle to bright, for a more intuitive process 
in selecting and referencing colors. 

And after extensively researching industry segments, lifestyle move-
ment and general color trends, we’ve added 200 brand new colors
especially conceived for fashion and home design professionals like
you. To complement this impressive range and extend your palette, 
special colors can also be formulated.

extend your

PANTONE
11-0410
Sylvan Green

PANTONE
12-0312
Lime Cream

PANTONE
13-0540
Wild Lime

PANTONE
13-0645
Limeade

PANTONE
13-0614
Garden Glade

PANTONE
12-0435 
Daiquiri Green

PANTONE
14-0445
Bright Chartreuse

PANTONE
16-0230
Macaw Green

PANTONE
13-0317
Lily Green

PANTONE
14-0425
Beechnut

PANTONE
16-0435
Dark Citron

PANTONE
18-0538
Woodbine

rainbow.

GLASS VASE: BERGDORF GOODMAN.



Electronic
Our suite of technology tools
enable you to share color data
across design programs and
collaborate with overseas
offices, ensuring color fidelity
from monitor to production.

Portable
Using a PANTONE for fashion
and home product is a lot easier
than carrying around samples.
It goes anywhere you do.

Global
The PANTONE for fashion
and home color system is
readily available in 65 
countries worldwide.

PANTONE®

18-2436
Fuchsia Purple

courier.
faster than a speeding

Decisions on the fly. Last minute changes that have to save time 
or money (or both). Product development is in constant production
mode, with shorter cycles and faster lead times. 

PANTONE for fashion and home makes color matching easier, 
communicating simpler, and manufacturing faster, streamlining 
the development process from start to finish.



PANTONE®

13-4409
Blue Glow

Diverse industries
Through its number-based 
system, Pantone provides the
accepted color language for 
all types of design-conscious
industries, allowing for cross-
material coordination of a 
collection from textile to plastic
to paint to print.

Technologies
From hand-held color sensor
devices to online design tools to
digital color workflow, Pantone
pioneered digital color technolo-
gies and continues to partner
with leading developers of color
instrumentation and design soft-
ware to deliver optimum color
management.

Trends
PANTONE View Colour Planner,
our collaborative color forecast
resource, allows you to get a
head start on the latest trends.
Understanding how color affects
consumers has also led us to
study the psychology of color,
and conduct research to deter-
mine consumers’ attitudes and
preferences toward colors.

IMAGES, LEFT AND ABOVE LEFT: PANTONE VIEW COLOUR PLANNER. IMAGE, ABOVE RIGHT: SOLUS VEER. 

the curve.
color ahead of

From inspiration to product realization, Pantone is the world’s total
color authority, leading the way in trends and technologies. 

Whether it’s reporting on the latest color forecasting directions or
developing innovative new tools for color management, Pantone’s
multi-faceted experience helps you prepare for whatever’s next. 
And as Pantone’s number-based system is used across industries
worldwide, everyone can be fluent in color no matter what 
language they speak.

SO
LU

S
VEER



To achieve consistency and accuracy, Pantone considers 
many aesthetic and technical factors. 

Our state-of-the-art production process offers multiple light
source formulation and optimum batch-to-batch consistency.
Our color lab uses only high quality, commercially available
dyestuffs to ensure that our colors are achievable, reproducible
and measurable in the real-world environment. Our rigorous
standards mean you’re prepared to select or match the 
perfect color today...and tomorrow.

meets science.
PANTONE®

17-1456
Tigerlily

where art

Multiple light sources 
To reduce metamerism, 
PANTONE Colors are formulated
using D65, the textile industry
standard for daylight, and CWF
(fluorescent). Evaluating colors
in both light sources provides
the best color consistency from
viewing to viewing, location to
location.

Rigorous quality control
A detailed history of each 
textile color is maintained in 
our modern quality control 
facility. Every dye lot undergoes
visual and instrument evaluation
to ensure optimum batch 
consistency. Pantone adheres 
to ISO 9000:2001 quality 
management standards.

Industry partners and suppliers
To ensure that our textile colors
reflect the modern world market-
place, we have forged strong 
relationships with leading industry
suppliers. Utilizing the PANTONE
System provides the end-user 
with the most flexibility when
choosing local dyestuff suppliers.



PEN: CRATE & BARREL. SARONG: AMARAN. VINTAGE SUNGLASSES: ARTSEE EYEWEAR. WATCH: LOCMAN. CERAMIC VASE:
PEARL RIVER. BEADED FABRIC: WEAVERS FABRICS. SHOES: MIU MIU, JEFFREY NEW YORK. PENCILS: EBERHARD FABER.

Inspire, express, identify, match,
accessorize, refine, coordinate,
communicate and deliver.

PANTONE for fashion and
home. Your essential color tool.
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